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A meditation garden within the walls of a federal prison. A sculpture 
garden built by at-risk youth in the inner city. A grieving garden on the 
grounds of a hospital, for parents who lose their newborns. A peace garden 
in a community composed of eighty different cultures and languages. A 
therapeutic healing garden at a rehabilitation hospital. 

All these gardens have one thing in common: they were created on the 
firm conviction that nature is a healing and unifying force.

Tom and Kitty Stoner founded the TKF Foundation in 1996 after 
experiencing the healing power of nature in their own lives. Since then, 
TKF has partnered with passionate and persevering people, whom they call 
Firesouls, to create more than a hundred open spaces sacred places. These 
public greenspaces offer a few moments of peace and refreshment for people 
to tap into their own deep wisdom and find an antidote to the stressful, 
divisive, and isolating effects of life in today’s complex world. Each space 
is sacred in its capacity to transform and empower the people who enter it. 
Each has fostered community—both in the sweat and energy involved in 
digging, planting, and tending the garden and in the opportunity for people 
to gather in the space after its completion.

Open Spaces Sacred Places is a collection of inspirational stories told 
through the voices of the Firesouls of twelve projects. They are ordinary 
people—including a nurse, a garden club president, an artist, and a 
pediatrician—who have become extraordinary by reacting to the problems 
of twenty-first-century life with the resolve to change their own little 
corner of the world. With an open heart and a desire to draw others to 
the table in authentic dialogue, their projects became deeper and grander 
than they could have imagined at the outset, and they have enlivened their 
communities in ways they never dreamed possible. Twelve years of entries 
collected from journals placed in the gardens reinforce the essential human 
need to take time out in nature. 

This is a book that informs, inspires, and invites its readers to join the 
ever-growing list of Firesouls who want to make the world a better place. 
Where will the next open space sacred place be? In your neighborhood? 
Will you be the next Firesoul? 
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of the TKF Foundation. He 
has served as chairman of the 
Chesapeake Bay Foundation and 
is a co-founder of both American 
Radio Systems and the Conflict 
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George Mason University. Tom 
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Carolyn Rapp is a writer, 
storyteller, and avid gardener. 
She is the author of Garden 
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“The healing power of nature—so important to physical, 
mental, and spiritual well-being and so undervalued 
in contemporary medicine—is the central theme of 
this wonderful book. The authors show us how people 
everywhere can work to create public greenspaces that 
soothe and refresh and help heal communities and the 
world. Open Spaces Sacred Places is an inspired call to 
action.”
—Dr. Andrew Weil, MD, author of ten books on integrative medicine

“Open Spaces Sacred Places reflects the genius of the 
human spirit. Each of the places TKF Foundation has 
nurtured into being is a bridge that helps to span the 
divides of our culture. In these places, we can recognize 
our own common humanity because they help us to see 
more clearly the story in which we are taking part, and 
they allow us to discover, perhaps, a new story for our lives. 
If you wonder what can come of that, read this book!”
—Peter Forbes, co-founder and executive director, Center for  
Whole Communities

“A dream you dream alone is only a dream. A dream you 
dream together is reality.”
—Yoko Ono

“Open Spaces Sacred Places is a book of great beauty and a 
book about great beauty. It reminds us of the exquisiteness 
to be found in nature and the magnificence to be found in 
people. These qualities help transform open spaces into 
sacred places. Each place welcomes all to enter, whether 
they are of a particular faith or not. Yet more than that, 
each place encourages all who come to find what they 
need—such as healing, comfort, inspiration, or rest—and 
to reflect on the sacred in their lives, in their relationships, 
and in nature. May this book inspire many more people to 
create such places of transformation!”
—Rev. Clark Lobenstine, executive director, InterFaith Conference of 
Metropolitan Washington 

“When self-reflection, gardening, forging community, 
walking labyrinths, and just pure beauty come together, 
you are soul making. Open Spaces Sacred Places captures 
a vision of healing gardens that nourish individuals and 
communities. Reflect on the stories; feast on the images. 
You will be better for it!”
—Lauren Artress, author of Walking a Sacred Path and  
The Sacred Path Companion

“Spirituality is not something to be taken lightly. 
Combined with reason, it can create a whole-minded 
outlook—glorious synthesis of left- and right-brain 
thinking. The sacred spaces in this book will give you a 
place to meditate and to pursue your journey.”
—Daniel H. Pink, author of A Whole New Mind

“The work of the Firesouls in the inspirational Open 
Spaces Sacred Places book isultimately devoted to 
finding ways to softly blow on the embers of hidden 
beauty within by providing communal space and time for 
creative, contemplative practices that ignite the scattered 
sparks among us all. Theirs is the healing work of divine 
subversion of all the negative energies that seek to debase 
and divide.”  
—Rebecca Alban Hoffberger, founder and director,  
American Visionary Arts Museum 


